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“Hillary declined respectfully, Donald declined - but less than respectfully -

to run for President of SOGGI!   ”

Fall is fast approaching and we are reflecting on our first flying season at the new field. It is surprising how 
quickly we adapted to some of the perceived limitations and also discovered some not insignificant bonuses along he 
way. Sunshine, prevailing winds and thermals may have had something to do with it but also clearly defined protocols
for field procedures made the flying experience more enjoyable. 

The system for handling the NOTAMs worked well and the number of  “Intruder Aircraft” observed were 
easily handled by suitably loud blasts on the whistles alerting any high flying glider pilots to take appropriate action 
to avoid any compromise of airspace.

This was also the year of the UMX Radian – a 29” Wingspan electric glider with AS3X Flight Stabilization 
System and a performance to put a smile on the face of any fair weather pilot. If it was too windy to fly the Gentle 
Lady then one could fly the UMX Radian. If there were more than four at the field then you could have an impromptu
contest – All up, 10 sec. motor run, last down wins with as many rounds as you can handle! 

This year the Big Bird Bash followed a different format – the pilots were given the task to fly as often and as 
long as you can with no limits. Conditions were excellent for soaring and Bob Hammett came out on top with a total 
time of 118 minutes in three flights – the last flight was 62 minutes! A close second was Bob Koiter with 114 mins. A 
good long day was had by all.
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Very soon we will holding the first of the winter meetings at Rockton and one part of the proceedings will be 

to seek nominations for the 2017 Executive. Within this Newsletter is a list of the positions and description of the 
duties of each position. All members are encouraged to consider standing for office and get involved in the club 
business – let us see if we can get enough nominations so that we have to have an election campaign!

Flying Activity at SOGGI   … (Observations by Club President - Bob Hammett)

Activity at the Sod Farm

Hopefully all of you have had a safe and happy summer. We are pleased to report that since our new sod farm field
opened in May, there have been many vigorous flying sessions. Flying there has become a pleasant routine, and lift 
conditions have been rated “Good +” by participants.

Our recent Big Bird Bash was a success. Numerous long flights were made, including several that exceeded 20 
minutes in duration. The Thanksgiving Thermal Duration contest on October 8 will be our final contest for 2016.

Some pilots continue to make inroads on their League of Silent Flight (LSF) accreditation. LSF’s new category 
called the “Electric Soaring Accomplishments Program” (ESAP) has generated interest. We continue to advocate LSF 
and ESAP for all of our membership. This is a great way to improve skills while having fun at the same time. Ann 
Tekatch (tekatch@sympatico.ca) is Canada’s coordinator for these international programs, and can help you to 
register.

Technical Gadgets

Our club winch has seen some deterioration which was affecting its’ performance. Recent restoration work has 
corrected those deficiencies. Some further modification to make it easier to transport and set-up, is under 
consideration.

Several of us have been trying out various telemetry systems. The on-board battery voltage alarm is a welcome 
advance. For ALES fans, a variometer and altimeter can be the key to optimizing your motor/battery/propeller 
combination for least weight, and best rate-of-climb.

Both a variometer and altimeter are helpful in finding and exploiting the available lift. Surprisingly, what these 
instruments were telling me, did not always agree with what I thought my airplane was doing. The discrepancy seems 
to be caused by parallax ... visually the glider appears to be rising, but actually it’s only coming closer (while sinking).
This suggested that I have habitually wasted altitude by circling where there was no lift. Habits can be changed.

To satisfy Air Traffic control, SOGGI has agreed to respect a 1200 ft AGL ceiling. Conveniently, some altimeters 
can be set to “alarm” at 1200 feet ... “Time to deploy spoilers”.

The mini-Radian has proven to be a surprisingly good soarer. Its’ “gyro” stabilization system seems to be the 
attribute that distinguishes it from dozens of other small models that don’t fly nearly as well. Acting on that premise, 
both my ALES Lanzo Bomber and my Supra F3J sailplane have been equipped with pitch-axis gyro stabilization. 
This simple change has measurably added more than a minute to the typical dead-air glide-time of the Bomber. The 
effect on the Supra has been harder to quantify.
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Just Whistle

Wearing and using warning whistles has become standard practice at the sod farm. There have been several 
occasions when our whistles were used to warn other model flyers that a low-flying full-sized aircraft was heading 
into our airspace. Typically, a whistle can be attached to your flying-hat where it’s easy to grab. Then if you wear your
flying hat, the whistle automatically follows you onto the field. Dick Colley reports that at least one other club of his 
acquaintance is considering adoption of our simple and effective warning system.

Air Traffic Control

We are pleased to report that consistently, the first SOGGI member to arrive at our Caledonia field has phoned the 
Hamilton Control Tower to inform them that our model flying field will be active on that day. Each phone call has 
been recorded in our log book. This daily phone call has become a normal routine for us, and for the Air Traffic 
Controllers. The Controllers have shown us every courtesy. On behalf of the entire membership, I would like to thank 
about a dozen members who have made, and continue to make these calls.

The logbook also contains brief instructions on how call ATC, and what to say to them. If you don’t have a cell 
phone, fly with someone who does have a cell phone and is prepared to make the daily call. If there is no one on site 
that can make the ATC call when you arrive, then leave all your stuff in your car until someone does arrive who can
make the call. Thanks.

Contacts with Sod Farm Staff

As in past years, we have had many opportunities to meet and greet the Green Horizons staff members and 
contractors who grow the sod that pays the bills, so that we get to fly on their turf for free. How cool is that?

Usually, the machine operators stop by to tell us what they are there to do that day. We (and they) can then plan 
our activity for the least amount of inconvenience to the other party. Please wave to them as they go by. Speak to 
them whenever you get a chance, and offer to help them in case they ever need your help.

Sod Farm Safety

Our participants this year deserve credit for the attention to safety that they have demonstrated. Perhaps one 
reason the sod farm staff tolerates us is because they see a consistent and highly visible safety effort every time they 
see us on the field.

On entering their property, our safety signage is prominent and done to a professional standard. To mark the pit 
area, our frequency board and safety cones are always set up by the first person to arrive, regardless of how many (or
how few) flyers are expected to arrive later. Everyone uses a frequency pin, even if they are on 2.4 GHz. Electric 
models are serviced on the perimeter of the pit area, pointed outward, away from other people.

Flight Lines are set up for sharing, and marked with safety cones. Landing tapes are located so that overshoots 
can pass safely by. It is now an accepted norm that hi-start dimensions must fall within club standards, and the set-up 
of all types of line-launch equipment must permit safe sharing of the Club’s field as defined.
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We can be proud that every one of our current participants has shown leadership-by-example in these matters. 

Whether you are a new member or an old hand, you’ll want to conform to best practices. The easiest way to find out 
what that means would be to hook up with any one of our participating members for an on-site orientation session. 

Slope Soaring in 2016 (Report by Andy Meysner)

2016 at Westover has not been busy as those of us who enjoy slope flying would have liked. Watching the wind 
forecast every week has resulted in few days where conditions were favourable. Myself, I have only flown on the 
slope twice so far in 2016. The first good opportunity did not arise until August 5, when Dick Colley and myself spent
a couple of hours with a perfect southerly 25 km/h wind bang on perpendicular to the slope. The gusts were somewhat
higher than that, which made for a constant need to keep the right thumb moving.

For the last couple of years on the slope I have mostly flown a Supergee (was a DLG) converted with a V tail, a 
stronger boom and a strengthened nose. It is quite twitchy but great fun to fly when conditions are right. On August 5 
I also brought along my Graupner Elektro Junior Plus 1.9 meter foamy, which I had not flown since 2014. Later 
during the session it was too gusty for the Supergee, but the smoother handling with the heavier foamy made a 
remarkable difference. It rode out the bumpy conditions with hardly a murmur.

If you want to fly at the slope, you typically need at least 20 km/h between NW to NE or SW to SE, i.e. within +/- 
45 degrees of perpendicular to the slope. I check the Weather Network for Millgrove ON, and the hourly forecast for 
the intended day. The hourly forecast only provides the prevailing wind speed, so you need to look at the 36 hour 
forecast to obtain the gusting conditions.

When conditions are right at Westover, you will spend a much higher proportion of the time in the air than you do 
at the sod farm. I've had days when of say for an hour standing on the slope, 45 minutes will be in the air, 5 minutes 
will be picking up the plane/throwing it again, and 5 minutes each assembling/disassembling. You can also experience
very strong, what I refer to as rocket ship, lift. The plane will pick up the slope lift, and then suddenly significantly 
accelerate upwards for a several hundred feet. I believe this is a combination of initial slope lift and then hitting a 
thermal. Because the ground is not flat, or a constant colour, there can be strong thermal activity too.

There can be some good slope soaring conditions in October. So if the weather looks right, get out to the slope and
enjoy a different kind of flying.

SOGGI’s Website www.soggi.ca

The website is SOGGI’s “face-to-the-public”. The decision two years ago to update our website using a 
professionally designed website template has proven to be a good move. Favourable comments concerning our 
website’s content and presentation continue to be received from unaffiliated aeromodelers, and from the general 
public. Most new members report that it was our website that attracted them to SOGGI.

Soaring is more weather-dependent than other branches of aeromodelling, and for that reason, SOGGI does not 
generally pre-schedule flying sessions far in advance. Instead, our individual members continuously monitor weather 
forecasts, looking for near-term conditions favourable to soaring. One such forecast (the Wind and Waves “Super-
Forecast”) is embedded on our website’s “Weather” page.
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The Message Board embedded in our website can then be used to organize flying sessions on (sometimes very) 

short notice. To see a partial list of our recent participants, and their level of activity, go to www.soggi.ca , click on 
“Message Board”, click on “Fly With Friends”, then click on “Reply Here to Join or Start a Flying Session”.

Some of the other things provided by the website’s “Archives” page include Photos of people and events, TASK 
newsletter back-issues, and digital copies of original model designs by past and present SOGGI members.

Tom Crawford has been our Website Administrator for about a year. Being Website Administrator is a busy job 
where patience, experience, and technical knowledge are essential. He is the right person, and deserves our thanks. If 
you want to post a message on the Message Board but you’ve lost your username and password, Tom is your go-to 
guy (tomcr50@hotmail.com). Your lost information can likely be inscribed somewhere between your existing tattoos. 
If not, he’ll find another place.

New Member Flying Activity

Adam Maas has become one of our more active flyers. Adam comes to us with some prior piloting experience, and
is currently working on his Electric Soaring Accomplishment Program (ESAP) Level 1 which will complete his 
SOGGI “Pilot” accreditation.

Alan Glover dabbled in free-flight during his youth, but is perhaps better known as an accomplished live-steam 
model-builder. Since joining our club Alan has constructed his own Gentle Lady sailplane, and has been flying it 
under Dick Colley’s tutelage. 

New member from last year Dave Koiter, was an enthusiastic attendee at our Technical Seminar in January. It was 
nice to see that he got some respectable airtime at our recent Big Bird Bash.

Congratulations to all, welcome to SOGGI, and keep up the good work.

Re-visiting the Hi-Start Calibration Method
At the start of the 2016 flying season it was mandated that all hi-starts be configured to comply with the 

revised Field Guidelines. A critical dimension was that a hi-start’s full stretch length must not exceed 750'. Shorter is 
OK, but variation in hi-start lengths has some implications for how the field must be set up.

While on the tow-line, your line-launched aircraft will follow one of many possible trajectories. “Possible 
trajectories” include those that go sideways, not just trajectories that go straight up like we hope and expect them to. 
Your winch or hi-start set up must preclude the possibility of your aircraft striking other pilots, or entangling them in a
tow line that can cut like a meat saw. 

Fortunately, a good way to minimize those risks has been developed and proven, in countless contests over a 
period of decades. Simply put:

a) Lay launch-lines out on parallel lines with reasonable spacing between them

b) Establish one shared flight line, perpendicular to the direction of the tow lines.

c) Ensure that ALL   pilots launch from that same flight line, regardless of the length of their hi-start (or 
winch line).
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Point c) implies that shorter hi-starts will have the rubber-end pegged closer to the established flight line. 

Longer hi-starts will have rubber pegs placed farther from that flight line. Ditto for pegging winch turn-arounds.

Point c) also implies that if you are the first to arrive and you have a short hi-start, you should still establish 
the flight line to accommodate a long hi-start. Someone else will arrive later with a long hi-start. Don’t force them to 
ask you to move. Instead, stake your short hi-start’s rubber (or your short winch’s turn-around) at a minimum of 750 
feet from the upwind field boundary when you first arrive.

A sign with a sketch outlining these principles is on our Club House wall, and also appears in the Field 
Guidelines. 

SOGGI has adopted a hi-start over-all stretched length of 750 feet, based partly on some technical studies done
by the Charles River RC Club and based partly on the maximum length of tackle that our present field can 
accommodate in all wind directions. The Charles River Studies advocate 100' of rubber combined with 350' of line 
and assumed a stretch of 3x the rubber length (i.e 300') as the optimum dimensions for a hi-start in normal field 
conditions.

(100'+(3X 100')+350' =750')

Based on the above guidelines the Club hi-start was initially configured as follows:

Length of rubber = 109'         (109' + (3 x 109') + LINE = 750'

LINE = 750' – 436' =  314'  (Line was trimmed to 314')

The hi-start was now deemed to be in compliance.

But some new challenges became evident as soon as  as the hi-start was put into use. The stretch required for 
the planes used was far from the 109 paces advocated – that amount of stretch would have ripped the wings off most 
planes. Gentle Ladies, for example, are happy with 42-45 paces of stretch. The tension required for launching depends
on the weight of the plane and also its structural integrity. The launches observed with 2M planes were unsatisfactory 
– rarely did the planes attain sufficient height to find “good air” and flight sessions became an exercise in launch and 
landings.

How do we revise our approach and still meet the requirements of the field Guidelines?

It is evident that there are a number of hi-starts with markedly different types of rubber but all are capable of 
providing the required tension at launch. A basic rule-of -thumb for hi-start launches is that the tension required 
should be around 5X the weight of the plane – so if you have a Gentle Lady (24oz) then you need 7.5-8 lbs of pull on 
the hi-start.

Peg out the hi-start and, with a suitable scale, measure how many paces of stretch you need to get the 7-8lbs of
tension. (this will apply only to this particular hi-start – do not speculate that all rubber is the same).  Let us say we 
find that the required tension is found at 44 paces ( say 136')

Length of rubber = 109'      Stretch required  = 136'

LINE = 750' – 109' – 136'  =  505'  (since line usually is found on 500' spools lets say 500')

“What if I have a bigger plane?” You say! Then follow the same procedure:

Spirit 100:  56-60oz    Tension required:  ~18lbs    Stretch = 90 paces   LINE =  750' – 109' – 270'  =  371'

To accommodate both planes configure the hi-start with a removable section of line of 130'.
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Functional Descriptions of SOGGI Executive Positions
Functional descriptions for eight Executive positions are shown below. This logical arrangement closely 

parallels the duty-sharing carried out by our 2016 Executive members. To better suit particular candidates, 
somewhat modified duty-sharing arrangements could be considered.

Five* elected positions automatically become the corporate Directors of SOGGI during their term in 
office, as stipulated by By-Law No.1 of the Corporation. The Corporate Director positions exist to maintain 
due diligence, with respect to SOGGI’s activities as a “Not-for-Profit” Corporation. In 2016, the other three 
Executive positions were appointed, rather than elected positions.

Candidates please note that all positions require e-mail capability for correspondence.

*President and SOGGI Director (currently Bob Hammett)

• Prioritizes club objectives, ensures that tasks are delegated, and objectives are met.

• Ensures that critical relationships and contracts receive priority attention

• (E.g. Insurance, ATC/Transport Canada, landowners, sod farm operator and staff, neighbours, 
MAAC, website)

• Leads ongoing group-effort to improve and implement the Club Flying Field Guidelines.

• Chairs Executive meetings, General Membership meetings and Disciplinary hearings.

• Ensures that the Membership and Executive are consulted, and kept informed.

*Vice President and SOGGI Director (currently Mike Sherlaw)

• Assumes role of President if the President is unavailable

• Primary liaison with NavCanada (Air Traffic Control)

• Organizes spring field clean-up and or field-relocation work parties

• Obtains flying site signage and other infrastructure

*Treasurer and SOGGI Director (currently Ed Smith)

• Keeps proper, current, financial records

• Primary liaison with MAAC re field registration and insurance compliance

• Primary liaison with the Bank

• Receives and deposits membership fees and other income

• Issues payments for approved expenditures

• Provides financial Reports at Executive and Membership meetings

• Prepares an annual budget for approval by membership

• ** Files annual renewal forms to maintain SOGGI’s Not-for-Profit corporation status

• ** Files annual corporate income tax return

• **with assistance from 3rd party specialists as required
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*Secretary and SOGGI Director (currently Andy Meysner)

• Develops SOGGI’s New Member Package

• Primary contact for New Member applications

• Issues New Member Packages, and issues SOGGI Membership cards (after candidate has paid his 
SOGGI membership fee, and joined MAAC)

• Maintains and issues the SOGGI Membership List

• Edits the Club Flying Field Guidelines, and issues them

• Prepares and issues minutes of Executive and Membership meetings

*Editor of TASK newsletter and SOGGI Director (currently Dick Colley)

• Solicits TASK newsletter-content from members and other sources.

• Originates other news-letter content

• Edits TASK and issues it to membership via e-mail

Chief Flying Instructor (currently Dick Colley)

• Recruits and trains additional flight instructors

• With other Flight Instructors, develops the SOGGI Flight Instruction program

• Maintains a central archive of training records for all SOGGI pilots and Student pilots

• Shares ab-initio flight instruction duties with other flight instructors

Events Coordinator and Skills Development (currently Ann Tekatch)

• Promotes LSF and ESAP participation by our membership

• Compiles the annual contest schedule, and appoints CD’s

• Compiles “Briefing Notes for Pilots’ Meetings” to be used as a reference by CD’s

• Recruits new CD’s

• Ensures that MAAC sanctions for Contests and Events are obtained, as appropriate.

• Ensures that Contests and Events are advertised

• Promotes the use of club hi-start and club winch at club contests

Website Administrator (currently Tom Crawford)

• Renews website domain name annually

• Reviews and approves all invoices related to website

• Primary liaison with website hosting provider

• Enacts necessary security measures

• Updates software as necessary

• Issues Message Board usernames and passwords, and maintains the list of same

• Posts some of the archival content provided by others.
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Projects that needed some Do’ers (and how they did)

1. See website Contest Calendar ... CD’s needed urgently... contact Ann Tekatch  ☺

2. Make a flip-down shelf to support the ATC Log Book when writing in it.  X

3. Trim the willow tree branches that obscure our “Model Aircraft Can Be Dangerous” sign. X

4. Borrow or rent a metal detector and use it to eradicate nails in the parking area. X

5. Weeds around the Clubhouse entrance need mowing periodically X

6. Go out of your way to speak to Green Horizons Staff . Offer to yield the field to them anytime they show up to do their 

job.  ☺

7. Rake loose gravel back into the potholes that we are creating, when we decelerate into the mouth of the driveway X

Pictures from the field – by Lyle J.
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FOR SALE:

1.  Gentle Lady :    SOLD
      

2.Bird of Time :     SOLD
       

Thanksgiving Thermal Duration Contest

 The Thanksgiving Thermal Duration Contest will be on Saturday October 8, with rain day
October 9. it will be man on man, with both open class sailplane and ALES events if there 
are enough contestants. Last year was a terrific day, with one of the best turnouts at a 
SOGGI contest in recent years. There were 18 contestants from SOGGI and COGG, with 
11 and 10 pilots participating in open class and ALES respectively. See the photo archive 
at: http://www.soggi.ca/suite/list/gallery.php?galleryId=85.

So do come out regardless of your experience. Even if you don't want to fly there will be 
plenty of opportunity to help out and enjoy the day with your club friends. Check out the 
details on the Calendar of Events section of the SOGGI website: 
http://www.soggi.ca/html/calendar.php.
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Loosing Sight of a Plane

An article appeared in the Feb./Mar.1993 issue of Silent Flight Magazine by Herk Stokley that 
deals with the problem of loosing sight of a model while flying in "blue sky" conditions. I recently 
experienced the same thing while I was flying my Ka8 way too high in a "blue sky" during the 
Oakville Aero-tow. It took me a few minutes to re-focus my eyes. Let Herk's explanation help remind
everyone of the phenomenon. Our eyes are designed to focus on moving objects in relation to 
some background. Stationary objects require much more effort to bring them into focus especially 
when the background has very little contrast such as a cloudless sky. When one is looking at an 
object against the blue sky for an extended time period, our eyes will focus at the" rest" distance. 
Studies have found this distance to be about ten feet! This means any object not at this distance 
can still be seen but not in sharp focus. Needless to say a model at 1,500 feet could be so out of 
focus that it will disappear as happened to me. If my spotter, Gerry Fritz had not been watching it, it
would have been out of sight! It does not matter how hard you try to "re-focus" to see the model 
again you will not succeed until you focus on an object which is fairly large and at about the same 
distance away. The object should have some sharp edges such as a building, even better is a cloud
with sharply defined edges. Taking advantage of the fact that our eyes do not change focus 
instantly, immediately look to where your model should be without blinking. You may have to drop 
your eyes to the object and re-focus several times before you are able to pick up the model again. 
To add to Herk's explanation, further research has revealed that when we blink, the brain clears the 
previous image to prevent the new image from being superimposed on the old image. That is why 
you should not blink after focusing on the object so that your eyes remain focused at the selected 
distance. So...when it's nearly out of sight...Don't blink! 

Stan Shaw  - August 2001
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2015 SOGGI Executive
President: Bob Hammett (226)-401-1966

Vice President: Mike Sherlaw (519)-752-1334

Treasurer: Ed Smith (519)-802-8821
8 – 492 Grey St.,
BRANTFORD, Ont. N3S 7S6

Secretary: Andy Meysner (905)-601-4228

Editor: Dick Colley (905)-296-4027
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont. L0R 2H5

Deadline for December Issue of Task: November 22nd 2016

2016 Calendar of Events

2016
• October 16th , London Swap Meet, Carling Heights CC. London

• October 16th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

• November 13th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

• December 11th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

2017
• January 08th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

• February 12th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

• March 12th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

• April 9th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

• May 7th , Membership Meeting at Rockton Hall at 1:00 pm

*   Seminars and topics to announced shortly. Bring you own lunch
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